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Abstract – With the arrival of technology, the sector round is getting automated. Automated structures are being 

preferred over guide structures, as they may be electricity green and reduce the want for tedious guide hard work. Being 

below growing international locations with agriculture for you to growth performance it's far essential to automate it. In 

case of tab forming greater wide variety of hard work is needed. To growth with inside the increase of agriculture, the 

quantity of guide hard work must be proficiently mild through automation which ends up in less difficult and quicker 

farm making. The concept of automation is prolonged the rural and farm residence in lots of methods consists of auto-

irrigation cycles and stable temperature managed for farm animals products.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Livestock subsector has an full-size contribution to growing nations economy, especially with inside the provision of 

meals for the developing human population, deliver of uncooked substances to the commercial sector, a good (AGDP), 

and approximately 40% of the worldwide GDP and serves because the quicker developing agricultural market, a main 

contributor to meals and in addition to serving as an important supply of employment for nearly 1 billion bad people. 

Presently exports about 5,000,000 live sheep each year, of which some 4,000,000 leave from the port of Fremantle. At 

present, all these cattle’s are counted by manually, not only the arrival and departure of cattle’s, but also in feeding 

system. Animal husbandry, fisheries and dairy are some of the main sectors of livestock which plays a major role in 

national economy and social economic development of the country. It also plays important role in rural economy as 

supplementing family incomes and generating gainful employment in the rural sector. Population of livestock 

year/population in million 2000, 2005, 2010 Cow and Buffalo 470, 518, 580 Sheep 60, 68, 75, Goat 25, 31, 38 Pigs 17, 

21, 25 Poultry 940, 1370, 2020 Source-Govt. of India.  The characteristic of meals manufacturing is ideal past the Indian 

farm animals system. It is an vital supply of lowering non-renewable strength and additionally for the crop manufacturing 

for home use, there's fast boom in call for farm animals and farm animals merchandise, in growing international locations, 

that is regarded as a meals revolution. Livestock merchandise are expensive in relation-foods, greater ever, growing 

international locations are nonetheless low, however will increase with growing incomes. But boom in intake is on the 

rate of growing internet imports of all farm animals’ merchandise. Therefore boom manufacturing and better self-

sufficiency could store overseas exchange. The maximum not unusual place and redundant process of a rancher or 

herdsman is counting their herd to derive a head remember that allows you to decide farm animals availability. It’s an 

undertaking which ought to be achieved as soon as in an afternoon and normal that is time eating of herdsman for this 

reason computerized answer is proposed.    The gadget is designed to be as a easy to apply and as less costly to buy as 

viable that allows you to make this invention a primary and possible device of any rancher or herdsman with a medium-

sized herd on as much as the largest. Usually an automatic hers counting device isn't always price powerful for the 

herdsman with a small operation. As animals come and pass of their each day recurring they may be counted as they in 

near sufficient proximity to the counter. Instead of riding right into a pasture or area and interactively counting a herd, a 

rancher ought to power through the place of the counter. If the quantity displayed is much less than the recognised 

headcount the rancher ought to both do a guide headcount or take a look at the counter once more later with inside the 

day and transmission of a head matter from a remotely operation gadget are viable. 
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II. SYSTEM DESIGN 

 
          

Fig 1: Block diagram representing the IOT domain 
 

The above figure gives a brief description of the IOT Domain. IOT is a combination of Things, People and storage. 

It is helpful in relating the people with things like sensors and other devices. It enables the people to store data 

obtained from things by connecting and exchanging the data with the other devices using internet.  

  
Fig 2: Block diagram of LIVESTOCK Monitoring System 

 

 

The purpose of the present study is to overcome some of the major problems facing by the herdsman and the bulk cattle 

rearers like getting the exact count of the animals, feeding and also to concentrate on the each and every individual 

cattle’s or sheep. The proposed machine includes a number of the precise additives to conquer the troubles confronted 

through the herdsman in our paper we're especially the use of the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) makes use of 

electromagnetic fields to mechanically pick out and tune tags connected to objects. An RFID tag includes a tiny radio 

transponder, a radio receiver and transmitter. When caused through an electromagnetic interrogation pulse from a close-

by RFID reader device, the tag transmits virtual data, commonly a figuring out stock quantity, lower back to the reader. 

This quantity may be used to stock goods. There are types. Passive tags are powered through electricity from the RFID 

reader's interrogating radio waves. Active tags are powered through a battery and as a result may be examine at a extra 

variety from the RFID reader; as much as loads of meters. Unlike a barcode, the tag would not want to be in the line of 

sight of the reader, so it could be embedded with inside the tracked object. RFID is one approach of computerized identity 

and facts capture (AIDC). 
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Fig 3: RFID tags 

 

As said above, an RFID tag includes an included circuit and an antenna. The tag is likewise composed of a defensive 

fabric that holds the portions collectively and shields them from diverse environmental conditions. The defensive fabric 

relies upon at the application. For example, worker ID badges containing RFID tags are generally crafted from long 

lasting plastic, and the tag is embedded among the layers of plastic. RFID tags are available in numerous sizes and styles 

and are both passive and energetic. Passive tags are the maximum extensively used, as they're smaller and much less 

high priced to implement. Passive tags should be “powered up” via way of means of the RFID reader earlier than they 

could transmit records. Unlike passive tags, energetic RFID tags have an onboard electricity supply (e.g., a battery), 

thereby permitting them to transmit records in any respect times. Smart labels range from RFID tags in that they contain 

each RFID and barcode technologies. They’re fabricated from an adhesive label embedded with an RFID tag inlay, and 

they will additionally characteristic a barcode and/or different revealed information. Smart labels may be encoded and 

revealed on-call for the use of computing device label printers, while programming RFID tags are greater time ingesting 

and calls for greater superior equipment.  A radio frequency identity reader (RFID reader) is a tool used to acquire 

statistics from an RFID tag, which is used to music character objects. Radio waves are used to switch records from the 

tag to a reader. In this paper we are predicting the health of the animal by knowing the weight and the temperature of the 

particular animal by using the components load cell to know the weight and LM35 temperature sensors to predict the 

temperature of the cattle. 

 
 

Fig 4: Load cell 
 

The motion of products is a sensor, particularly a strain sensor. It converts a chain of forces inclusive of tension, 

compression, strain or torque into measurable and standardized electric signals. As the strain carried out to the shifting 

load increases, the electric sign modifications proportionally. The biggest forms of cellular masses utilized in 

unconventional places are hydraulic, pneumatic, and strain gage motion. These are the maximum not unusual place load 

cells in industrial environments. This is right due to the fact your mileage may be very accurate, flexible and profitable. 

Structurally, the shipment truck has a metallic body, and the strain gauge is constant at the metallic body. The body is 

normally product of aluminium, alloy metallic or chrome metallic, which makes it very sturdy however very small. This 

resilience presents the term "spring element" with rise to transport the body relative to the weight. When strain is carried 

out to a loaded cellular device, the spring element hardly ever deforms, and it normally returns to its genuine form earlier 

than being overloaded. As the information of the spring deform, the gauge may even deform. The next extrude with 

inside the inner resistance of the manometer may be measured as voltage. The model with inner voltage is proportional 

to the quantity of strain carried out with inside the cellular device, without delay; therefore, the quantity of strain may be 

measured from the output of the weight motion. One of the primary dreams of this paper is to be beneficial for the farmers 

in feeding the livestock mechanically while the feed with inside the feed tank were given over this intention is performed 

through the use of feed dispenser and with the assist of the buzzer. A buzzer or beeper is a signalling device, generally 

electronic, commonly utilized in automobiles, family home equipment which includes a microwave oven, or recreation 
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shows. It maximum usually includes favour of switches or sensors linked to a sway unit that determines if which button 

turned into driven or a deliberate time has irreligious, and regularly illuminates a lightweight on an appropriate button or 

tool, and sounds a caution inside the form of an unbroken or intermittent abuzz or beeping sound. At the begin this tool 

turned into supported Associate in nursing device that turned into pretty like an electrical bell at the same time as now 

no longer the steel gong (which makes the ringing noise). Another implementation with a few AC-linked gadgets turned 

into to enforce a circuit to shape the AC modern-day right into a noise loud sufficient to force a loudspeaker and hook 

this circuit as much as an less expensive 8-ohm speaker. Nowadays, it is in addition famed to apply a ceramic-based 

totally completely power tool pretty Son alert that makes a high-pitched tone. Typically the ones were coupled to "driver" 

circuits that numerous the pitch of the sound or periodical the sound on and off. In undertaking indicates it is moreover 

discovered as a "lockout device," way to the real reality at the same time as one guy or female signals ("buzzes in"), all 

others unit of size barred out from signalling. Many recreations suggest have big buzzer buttons that unit identified as 

"plungers". The feed dispenser bucket will make feeding animals brief and smooth. The main fringe of the feeder bucket 

is regularly used for smooth bucket counting. The feed is shipped to the feeder from the right side, the usage of a hydraulic 

electricity auger located at the lowest of the feeder. The feed dispenser ought to cope with grains and mixes of any size, 

making feeding animals a brief and easy process.  In this paper we're the usage of the principle microcontroller named 

as Arduino. It is an open-supply microcontroller board primarily based totally at the Microchip microcontroller and 

advanced with the aid of using Arduino.cc. The word "Uno" means "unique" and it turned into selected to mark the 

preliminary launch of Arduino Software. We are in particular the use of this paper due to the fact due to its easy and on 

hand person experience, Arduino has been applied in heaps of numerous initiatives and applications. The Arduino 

software program is cushy for the beginners, but bendy sufficient for superior users. It runs on Mac, Windows, and Linux. 

Teachers and college students are going to be the use of it to make low fee clinical instruments, to show chemistry and 

physics principles, or to induce commenced with programming and robotics. Designers construct interactive prototypes, 

musicians and artists will use it for installations and to try to do test with new musical instruments. Makers generally use 

it to make a few of the initiatives exhibited on the Maker Faire, for instance. Arduino will carry out has the maximum 

device to discover new things. Anyone - children, hobbyists, artists, programmers - can begin tinkering simply following 

the little by little commands of a kit, or sharing thoughts on line with different individuals of the Arduino community. 
 

III PREVIOUS WORK 

  

Dorper BSI monitoring with load cells, and Arduino (Faieza Hanum Yahaya, Ruhizam Liza, Ahamed Shauri, 2019). It 

describes an alternative method to weigh and monitor the health of livestock. One method is for daily weight comparison 

is recording the measured weight for each livestock, it is east to maintain and it stores the weight of the livestock and the 

weighing mechanism should be more for decimal number for accurate reading values. Robust real-time periodic motion 

detection (Ross Cutter and Larry, 2012) in this we describe new techniques to detect and analyze the periodic motion 

from both static and moving camera. Mainly a real-time system has been implementation to track and classify the object.  

 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

• To keep the track on each cattle we are using RFID tags system. 

• To maintain cattle’s food, we are using smart bucket which will get filled automatically and notify the admin blynk 

server. 

• The main purpose of this is to enhance the existing weight process by developing weighting scale. 

• The conceptual framework shows us how the livestock system will work. It based on three they are: Embedded system, 

Server/Cloud system, android system. 

• In Embedded system, helps in getting Sensors value: that is, number of cattle’s, weight and food level using RFID, 

load sensor and IR sensor respectively. And this all collected data will send to local server/cloud. 

• In Server/Cloud system, it receives all data and predicts the weight of cattle’s. These processed data will send to the 

receiver through android app through cloud/server. 

• In android system, it receives all processed data like head count of cattle; feed the cattle, weight of cattle and health of 

cattle. 

 

V SIMULATION/EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

This project has proposed and explained an efficient smart farm system. It has included automation into various exposure 

of the farm. In order to improve the living conditions of livestock, new animal enclosures are designed which reduce the 

manual work of labor and also it reduces the labor work in case of food supply. The system is energy efficient as it helps 

conserve resources like energy, food and reduces manual labor to a great extent. 
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VI CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper we defined and proposed that the device is designed to boom the safety degree and hit upon if some other 

animal is with the animal peoples so the farmer can take appropriate motion primarily based totally at the sort of the 

intruder. It enables in saving time of rancher or herdsman in counting their herd and identifies the animal type. It obtains 

the animal rely and additionally it predicts the fitness of animals. 

 

VII FUTURE SCOPES 

 

This project can be a step forward towards development of a new integrated, powerful and reliable computational 

analysis, which is mainly focused on the identification of the lameness in cattle based on machine learning. There are 

two computational models, lameness Potential 1 and Lameness Potential 2, were created. The computational model 

which excelled the (LP2) uses four powerful features, which is used for distinguishes the samples in the best way possible. 

The result of this study which was obtained is considered as optimistic, because the algorithm can distinguish equally 

well the positive and negative samples, as indicated from the great variation of the prediction scores between the positive 

and negative samples. As a result, the algorithm is able to identify with high accuracy the healthy cattle from cattle with 

lameness.  
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